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SG Senate election process revisions
promote inclusivity, equal representation
KENDRA MARTIN
Alestle Reporter

On Friday, Jan. 22, Sn1dent Government had its first Senate meeting of the
semester in the Morris University Center's
Goshen Lounge, discussing plans to change
the procedure of being elected for senate.
During the meeting, SG discussed approval for changes in the way Senate members are elected. There was a vote on the
breakdown of the voting process. After
deliberation, SG approved to change the
election process, break cast down and voter

base to vote in respective fields.
SG Senate Member Charles Martin III
said he felt the meeting addressed what they
set out to accomplish.
"I think the meeting was very successful," Martin said. "The biggest thing we
tackled was our process for running Senate
positions. The old model was anyone could,
but now they have to be broken down by
different programs so we have more representatives."
Martin said the new changes regarding
how people run for a senator position will
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Senior Tarsha Moore, of Chicago, votes during a roll call vote at the Student Government
meeting, Friday, Jan. 22. The board voted to Increase the number of representatives of CAS
or. the Student Senate board. The vote will be making large changes to the way the Student
Government board Is structured.
I Brian Munoz/Alestle

have a positive impact.
"I think they will be positive since we
have to elect SG senators from different majors," Martin said. "It helps eliminate that
quote on quote, 'popularity contest' that
people feel get elected. Now, you can't just
run and expect to win because you know
more people."
SG also voted to approve three new
members to the Senate.
Senior history major Thad Marshall
of Chicago, freshman theater-performance
and mass commwucations double major
Landon Montgomery from Florence, Ala,
and junior political science major Nick
Raftopolous, of Granite City.
All three of them had to speak in front
of the Senate as to why they should be voted in as members and after voting, all three
of them were approved.
Raftopolous said he is very excited to
be a new member of the senate and is looking forward to the new changes in the election process.
"I am very honored and humbled to be
selected. Regarding the new election process, we talked a lot about the restructure
of the election process which I thought was
really good," Raftopolous said. "It was a
very lively discussion. I think more people
will be able to get involved because we're
doing it by degree programs instead of the
whole school."
SG then asked the audience to come
to the floor to speak if they had anything
they wanted to address. A representative of
the Sustainability Advisory Group came to
discuss sustainability as well as a Black Girls
Rock and Black Heritage Month representative came to discuss the issues with water
that has been causing health problems in
Flint, Mich.

Senior psychology major Melvina
Chane)\ of Wheaton, spoke to SG regarding
the issues in Flint and said this an important
issue that needs more attention.
"I definitely was surprised many have
not heard of what was going on because
when I spoke, many members said they
have not heard of this situation," Chaney
said. "It is not a problem that is around the
corner, but it is still in the Midwest. It is
not getting the attention is needs to get, and
one of our values here at SIUE is citizenship, so we need to act on that."
Chaney said students could help the
situation by raising awareness and getting
informed.
"I think always being knowledgeable
about what is going on in the world is always useful," Chaney said. "Mc saying it's
a problem is one thing, but you doing your
research and staying aware is another."
Chaney said on Thursda); Jan. 28 in
the Goshen Lounge from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.,
smdents will be collecting water bottles
and the water will be delivered directly to
citizens by tl1c Distinguished Gentlemen's
Academv in efforts to assist those in Flint.
SG 'also discussed and approved travel
requests for several organizations on campus such as the SIUE Gospel Choir, the
Student Experimental Theater Organization, the African Student Association, tl1e
American Cancer Society and the Iranian
Student Society.
Also, Jan. 30, there will be a free diabetes awareness program to educate students
and staff on ways to help prevent diabetes
and the program will be funded by SG.
Kendra Martin can be reached at
kmartin@alestlelive.com or 650--3525.

ALEKSANDRA IVANOVSKA
Guest Writer

Of all the structures and artistic sculptures on campus, the four pillars located at the ,.
entrance of Cougar Village look the most out of place. Not many people notice the pillars in passing, but a slight turn of the head in their direction can inspire many questions.
These four pillars are directly behind the welcome sign to Cougar Village, across the
street from The Gardens at SIUE. The grass around them looks overgrown, and there
are traces of vegetation on the pillars themselves, begging the question, "What are they?
Why are they here?"
Junior vocal performance major and Cougar Village Sales Manager Ramon DeShazer, of Chicago, said he has been curious about why the pillars are there.
"I've always wondered why; but I just never decided to seek out the answer," DeShazer said. "I've been an employee here for over a year and a half, and we really don't '
speak of them."
Bob Legate, associate director of University Housing, has worked for the university
for 31 years, and said he recalls speaking with retired faculty about the construction of
the pillars. He said they were built prior to Cougar Village's construction in 1970, and ·
there was "talk" about turning the pillars into a big welcome sign for Cougar Village, but
it was no longer needed when the smaller, more modest sign was installed.
Legate also remembered faculty seeing children playing around the area of the pillars. Back when they were built, they were located in what was then called Tower Lake
Park, where families would come to enjoy nice weather, according to Legate.
"The pillars, to my understanding, were a mock-up [of the first SIUE buildings on
campus], since, back when the university was being built. They needed to see what it
would look like before they began the project," Legate said.
Steve Kerber, university archivist and special collection librarian, said the columns
are indeed "prototypes" for university buildings. The pillars were built in the swnmer of
1963, before construction of the campus buildings in order to demonstrate the building
materials architects were planning to use and how they would look in relation to the
environment.
Vice Ch~cellor of Administration Kenneth Neher said the pillars are a relic left
behind by the construction crew of the time. According to Neher, pillars like those of
Cougar Village are not one-of-a-kind; they are used for every new project on campus.
Neher said just two weeks ago, he visited the site of newly-cotJ.structed pillars he believes
have already been demolished.
"My guess is that there are no plans for them. It costs money to take things away,"
Kerber said.
_
Rich Walker, assistant vice chancellor for Planning and Budgeting, said the pillars
date back to before the actual SIUE campus, and there is no' budget restraint that is keep-

According to Associate University Housing Director Bob Legate, the pillars were a mock up of
the first SIUE buildings on campus before starting the project.
I Christian K. Lee/ Alestle

ing the pillars from being demolished since there is no reason to ever take them down.
Walker said their initial purpose could possibly still be relevant. The pillars were
used as a final example of the architects' choice of brick, and, if SIUE were ever to construct another brick building, those 52-year-old pillars could be referenced.
"I feel as if they serve as reminder that our campus isn't really that old," Walker said.
Neher said there had indeed been a playground around the area around the pillars
formerly known as Tower Lake Park, but, as time went on, and the playground began to
"dilapidate," it was removed.
Michael Schultz, director of University Housing, also referenced the old park.
Schultz mentioned the modern-day mock-ups, saying they don't nearly compete with
the size of the Cougar Village pillars.
Even though they are not the remnants of an old SIUE lecture hall, they serve as a
reminder of what started with just four brick-and-mortar pillars.
The Alestle can be reached at alestlelive.com or 650--3525
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Dunham Ha ll Theater transforms into
classroom due to state budget cuts
JESSICA ORANIKA

Alestle Reporter

Partly due to the unfavorable condition of Illinois' state budget, SIUE has become a little more
creative in their allocation of classroom space. This
semester, many science classes are being condensed
and held in the Dunham Hall Theater in lieu of
teaching multiple sections of the same class in other
lecture halls. Associate Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences Bill Retzlaff said most of these classes
would have probably been taught in Science Building East, if its renovation project had been completed.
''Everybody is trying to be more efficient in
using our space. One of the reasons for that is the
budget cut. The other reason is that the old science
building project has been shut down by the state.
There are nine classrooms in that building that we
cannot use right now," Retzlaff said.
According to Retzlaff, the largest classroom
available on campus seats about 200 students. In
contrast, the Dunham Hall Theater can fit almost
400.
"The largest classes on campus, until this semester, were a 210 and 192-seat auditoriums in the
old science building. To add any students to those
classes, we had to either repeat the class at a different time or find another place that can hold more
students."
The "other place" became the Dunham Hall
Theater. Retzlaff said the room went largely unused
in the mornings. Science professors would be able to
use the room without displacing anyone.
"It turns out, the way that the theater is used by
theater, dance and music, it is available in the morning from 8 until noon. What we've done is move
classes that were in the 210 and 192-seat lecture
halls into the theater in the mornings," Retzlaff said.
"That also allows other classes with 140 or 150 seats
who need more space to add students and move to
the auditoriums. It's a space efficiency model. What
we're doing is using our resources differently."
Since most of the large science classes have required labs with much smaller class sizes, Retzlaff
said the students will still be able to learn properly. However, Retzlaff said the larger class sizes may
make exams more difficult for professors.
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"In the sciences, which is the predominant group
that's going to use this classroom, the students are in
a large lecture only for distribution of core materials
and exams. All of the hands-on learning goes on in
the labs. Students still have independent learning lab
[in] sizes of 20," Retzlaff said. "There are a lot more
students to handle, but there are graduate assistants
assigned to help teach laboratories and facilitate
learning in those larger classrooms."
Retzlaff said one downfall of the larger class sizes is that it can make the process of handing out exams and keeping an eye on students during the exam
a little more difficult for professors.
Sophomore pre-nursing major Aleasha Jones, of
O'Fallon, ill. has multiple classes held in the Dunham Hall Theater. She said the huge class sizes make
her feel disconnected from her teacher.
"Having a class in the Dunham Hall Theater is a
very different experience from the normal classroom
setting. It makes the students feel a lot less connected
to their professors because of the size of the class and
the number of students there," Jones said.
Jones said the larger classes and any seats can
make it difficult to find seating close to the front of
the class.
"If you don't get there at least 15 minutes early, you don't get a good seat, which makes focusing
hard. Also, the chairs are very inconvenient because
the desks tops attached are small, which makes taking notes more difficult," Joes said.
Sophomore Ivory Cassell, of Chicago, said she
enjoys having class in the Dunham Hall Theater
"I like it because there are a lot of people in
there, and it's easy to find someone I know in my
class. Also, because the class is so big, we have so
many other resources available that aren't available
for my smaller classes. We have [supplementary instruction] sessions taught by [teaching assistants]
where we can get more individual attention and get
specific questions answered. There are lots of tutors
and plenty ofTAs available for outside help," Cassell
said.
Other classes are becoming available to help
students learn in unique ways. According to Retzlaff, the first of possibly many adaptive learning
classrooms has now become available for use in Peck
Hall.
"About 18 months ago, the university received
an anonymous donation to develop an adaptive
learning classroom. What adaptive learning means is
that we're using new tools or techniques to utilize
new teaching models for students," Retzlaff said.
Retzlaff said the adaptive learning classes include easily movable furniture for group work and
many other incentives such as iPads for some classes
and walls made of white boards where students can
write on the wall.
"This semester there are nine classes in [Peck
Hall 1405]. All of them are using different tools for
teaching. For example, all four walls of the classroom
[are] a white board. Student groups can meet and
write on the walls as a part of group work in the
classroom. In some of these classes, every student
has received an iPad so that they are utilizing e-textbooks for engaged learning inside and outside of the
class," Retzlaff said.
Read more about the Dunham Hall Theater at alestlellve.com.

SIUE joins new Wi-Fi network, scraps SIUE-WPA, SIUE-Wi-Fi
MICHAEL ORANIKA

Alestle Reporter

SIUE is expanding its wireless network, adopting
Eduroam, the global Wi-Fi for academia programming.
Though the date has yet to be announced, SIUE is ending
SIUE Wi-Fi and SIUE-WPA as the primary networks on
campus by the end ofJanuary.
Information Technology Services Director Daniel
Chace said the change to Eduroam - which was developed
for the international research and education community is a way for local universities to pool their resources.
"Basically, we're not really replacing the wireless network as a whole; we're just changing the way that you
connect to the wireless network," Chace said. "We joined
Eduroam, which is an organization for universities around
the world to share Wi-Fi network access."
Eduroam is convenient for neighboring universities
to collaborate academically, as well as students and faculty
who frequently visit local universities.
If your university joins Edm .Jam, you enable Eduroam
wireless network and name part of your network Eduroam,
and then your users set up their devices to connect to that
using their SIUE user credentials or whatever their home
school is," Chace said. "When they come here, they can
use our network and when we go there, we can use their
network. Once you get your device, your phone your computer, whatever setup here, you can go over to Washington
University, and it'll automatically connect, just like here."
"Despite the school's budget crisis, which leaves several projects on campus such as the science building unfin-

ished, switching to Eduroam was an efficient and low-cost
project, according to Chace."We're a member of Internet2, which sponsors Eduroam in the United States, and when it comes to configuring
your devices, we know that that is the most difficult part of
dealing with wireless [networks], and tl1ere's some benefit
to having just one, so we wanted to say 'If we're going
to turn on Eduroam, we're just going to use Eduroam,"
Chace said.
Chace said Eduroam is still expanding in the United
States as more and more universities choose to adopt the
wireless network for its ease of use and access.
"Most universities in Europe do it already, which is
where Eduroam started, and there's a list of universities on
Eduroam website that shows the members," Chace said.
"In Illinois, it includes all the U of I campuses as well as
Carbondale and [SIUE] right now. The list is getting bigger all the time."
Chace said students were sent an email with steps to
adapt their devices to the Eduroam network. So far, about
40 percent of students have made the switch over to Eduroam.
"The best thing they can do is run the configuration
tool which we provided a link to in the email, get their
device set up for Eduroam and make sure that it's working.
We haven't announced the day that we're going to turn off
WPA; we just kind of wanted to turn them all on at the
same time and see how it goes," Chace said.
· According to Chace, device compatibility with the network should be the same as it was with SIUE-WPA.

"There's still some [devices] that don't work well like
Nintendo DS and Roku and oddball tablets - stuff like
that, but most Windows computers, Apple computers and
iOS devices should be just fine," Chace said. "Technically,
it's the same network, just named differently so your device
settings should be the same."
Senior business management major Zachary OBryan,
of Roxana, said his experience with SIUE Wi-Fi and WPA
on campus has been okay, although it could be improved.
"It's pretty bad in Evergreen," OBryan said. "I work
for University Housing as a student supervisor, and every
time I go to Evergreen, it's bad and the building service
worker I work for had complaints about it for months."
ORryan said he wants to experience a more consistent
connection with the new network.
"I just want to connect to every residence hall that I go
to and make sure the internet won't drop. I don't want to
enter a new passcode every time I log off," OBryan said.
Senior psychology major Megan Burris, of Troy, said
she has yet to make the switch to Eduroam. Burris said she
is happy with her experiences with SIUE-WPA.
"It's been pretty good actually, but sometimes I'm unable to connect to on some spots on campus," Burris said.
"I think [Eduroam] should be better."
Students can submit feedback or obtain assistance with
their devices at the ITS Help Desk located in the basement
of Lovejoy Library in room 0005 or by emailing help@
siue.edu.
Michael Oranika can be reached at
joranika@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.
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MADISON O'BRIEN

Alestle Reporter
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Senior exercise science major Rylie
Bourne does more than just studying and
hanging out with friends in her free time. On
weekends Bourne trades in her books for a
guitar, and logs hours in the recording studio.
Three generations of musicians in
Bourne's family came before her, and now the
baton has been handed down. A few months
ago, the Divernon native released her selftitled album on iTunes.
"My dad is a musician, his mother was a
musician, her father was a musician, so it's a
family thing," Bourne said.
Bourne said 17 years of her life passed
before she realized she wanted to follow in
her family's footsteps.
''I was about 17 when I started taking
guitar lessons, piano lessons and singing everywhere and anywhere I could, like at dive
bars where people don't really listen, but
you've got to pay your dues," Bourne said.
"Then one day I decided I needed to make
a record, because I wanted something out
there for people to hear and know I'm serious about this [music] and started writing my
own songs."
As a timid child, Bourne said her musical
ambitions surprised her family and friends.
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"People are shocked to hear I have an album out, because I was really shy as a kid and
didn't sing for anybody until I was 17 years
old."
Bourne said she decided she wanted to
make a record before she began writing her
own songs, but struggled to find someone
who would produce her record in Illinois.
According to Bourne, she was fortunate
enough to end up meeting her future album
producer at a concert for country music star
Ashley Monroe in Springfield, Ill.
'~Wey is a role model of mine, and my
producer played guitar for her," Bourne said.
"He is a studio-session musician, so he ended up offering to produce the record, and it
worked out incredibly well."
Bourne said she grew up listening to a
lot of bluegrass and country, which influenced
her style of music.
"Country is just a part of me, so it comes
out whenever I write - it is just who I am.
The only way I would stray away from country is by writing for someone else if I got a
publishing deal in Nashville [Tenn.]," Bourne
said. "I am pretty set in my ways and the
songs that I like."
Bourne wrote all eight songs on her album and said she writes about herself more
than she likes to admit.
"My favorite song I've written is 'Mary
Ann,' and I woke up with that melody in
my head. I don't know anybody named
Mary Ann, and the whole song took
about 10 minutes to write," Bourne
said. "It's never that easy though.
It doesn't usually happen like that,
but it just all depends. One day everything is easy and the next you
could be stuck, but you've just got
to keep trying.,,
On the academic side of
things, Bourne said she chose
exercise science because she has
• considered herself a science nerd
for her entire life.
Bourne entered school as a
biology major and wanted to
pursue a career path in the
medical field for a while
before she realized she
loved anatomy and exercising.
"When I realized exercise science could be an
option, I wanted
to do it because
I enjoy it,''
Bourne said.
"Once I graduate, I will

definitely move to Nashville, but it will
be nice to have the degree."
Bourne said she has job shadowed
at animal rehabilitation centers because of her love for dogs and said
if her music career does not work
out, she would probably want to
work with animals.
"When I was 18, I still
wasn't sure about music. I was
still experimenting with it,
but my parents both wanted
me to finish college. My dad
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was very adamant about it and wanted me to
have a solid plan B," Bourne said. ''He wanted me to be smarter than most people who
give up everything and do both."
According to Bourne, majoring in music
at SIUE was never even really considered.
"The music program here is different
than what I do," Bourne said. "What I do is
very organic, and no one is telling you to do
this or play this, so I loved music on the side,
because I felt like if it was pressured on me, I
wouldn't love it anymore."
Bourne said balancing schoolwork and
her music has not been too difficult except for
when inspiration runs dry during exams.
''I probably go to Nashville, now every
couple months, and ifI'm not doing that I try
to play shows on the weekend," Bourne said.
"I only live an hour north of [Edwardsville],
so I'll go home and play shows and play one
in Nashville, if I get the chance to."
Bourne said when she is in Nashville, it
feels like her second home, and when she records, it does not feel like work.
"I thought I would be afraid to record or
not confident at all, but my producer chose the
studio and the musicians, and he chose wisely.
He chose a studio [The Butcher Shop) that
was really laid back that looked like someone's
living room, and I felt comfortable," Bourne
said. "You get over the nerves, and then you
start to have fun with it. I enjoy every single
minute of it."
Bourne said after her album was complete, the process of releasing it on iTunes was
easy.
"Tune Core is a website for online distribution. You register the music through a place
called Sound Exchange and fill out the tax
forms and everything, and then choose where
the album is distributed to so I chose like YouTube and iTunes - and then your music is
distributed, and that's really it,'' Bourne said.
A second album for Bourne is in the
works right now and said she would love to
record this summer in Nashville.
''I've gotten to hand my album to some
pretty cool people from [record companies],
and I even gave one to Ashley Monroe. I never thought in a million years some of these
people would have my record, but it's kind of
weird selling them at shows," Bourne said. "I
played one show, and I couldn't believe I sold
that many. And then you go somewhere else
and only sell one, so it is hard. People seem
like an overnight success, but it doesn't work
that way."
In the future, Bourne said she would love
to score a publishing deal and would also like
to go on to tour to travel
the world.

"I want to play all
kinds of places and network and write with
more people," Bourne said . "I would love to
play [at] the Ryman and Grand Ole Opry [in
Nashville, Tenh.), and even write with Ashley
Monroe. What I like to do is not very popular
right now, so hopefully my music can make a
comeback, and I can be a part of that movement."
Bourne's selt:titled album is available to
stream on Apple Music and can be purchased
on iTunes for $7.92.
Madison O'Brien can be reached at
mobrien@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.
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The d ividing line: get educated on immigration
Immigration has been a widely-discussed topic for many years,
and the most recent political race
has created even further separation
among voters.

Alestle Staff Editorial

I

Currently, it seems as though
every publicized opinion on immigration is one sided - people
seem to believe the United States
needs to either let everyone into
the country or the borders should
be closed completely.
Immigration in the U.S. is
not a black-and-white issue and
should not be treated as such;
people wishing to advocate on either side of the coin should instead
investigate the many facets of immigration.
Illinois is one of the states that
houses the most immigrants in the
nation. In Illinois, 1 in 7 people
are classified as immigrants people who came into the United
States from another country, legally or illegally. According to the
American Immigration Council,
1,807,468 immigrants lived in Illinois in 2013.
Unauthorized
immigrants
make up about 3.7 percent of Illinois' total population. The St.
Louis area is also home to growing

immigrant populations, including a high population of Bosnian
refugees. According to the 2010
St. Louis census, while the overall population dropped between
2000-2010, the populations of
Hispanic or Latino and Asian
residents, among other races, has
increased.
A lot of noise about immigration has been raised by Republican
candidate Donald Trump during
his presidential campaign, including some extreme statements regarding Mexican immigrants to
the U.S.
In a speech in June, Trump
generalized undocumented Mexican immigrants as "rapists" who
are "bringing drugs and crime" to
the country. Another well-known
comment is Trump's repeated assertion that, if elected, he will
build a wall stretching the 2,000
miles of the U.S.-Mexico border.
These comments, though absurd, have caused an uprising of
anti-immigration hostility fueled
by Trump's promises to "make
America great again." These
claims defy statistics and research
- and, in some cases, pure logic.
However, they have caused a flareup of citizens who believe immigration is that simple - that all
of our problems can be solved by

eliminating immigration and closing our borders.
On the other side of the coin,
there are people who believe immigration should be an uninhibited process - that the borders
should be totally open so the U.S.
can be a shelter for the hurting
people across the rest of the world.
These theories also have holes.
Even the reforms created to help
those at a disadvantage in the immigration system show problems
with fully-open borders.
The government has tried to
make certain concessions regarding immigration reform in the cases of parents and children, particularly that in certain circumstances
immigrants are granted extended
time to complete the residency or
citizenship processes.
In some cases, as released
Monday by The Associated Press,
U.S. officials charged with making decisions regarding immigration become oven,whelmed and let
security measures fall through the
cracks. Recently, this caused the
endangerment of migrant children
who were not placed in proper
homes as they complete the residency process.
The St. Louis Mosaic project
is a project that encourages immigration to the St. Louis Area. The

project's primary goal is to make
St. Louis the fastest growing U.S.
Metropolitan area for immigration by 2020 and provide regional
prosperity through immigration
and innovation.
According to the St. Louis
Mosaic Project's website, not only
do they engage business leaders to
hire international talent, but they
also dispel myths about immigration and reinforce a community
culture of inclusion and welcoming.
There have been many groups
such as the St. Louis Mosaic Project that have imposed change to
make cities more welcoming towards immigrants and create a
sense of inclusion.
Given the many backgrounds
and nationalities here at SilJE, we
should be more informed about
immigration and the issues at
hand rather than continue making
immigration a black-and-white issue.
The SIUE community should
delve into these shades of gray and
learn the facts regarding both legal
and illegal immigration, so we can
establish supported stances on the
issues that are currently polarizing
our nation.
Read more staff e ditorials at
ale stlelive .com.

Don't mandate class attenddnce, be responsible
When most of us made the
transition from high school to college, we heard a lot of advice from
older people. We were told that
we are now adults, and with our
newfound freedom would come
an increase in our responsibilities.

Jessica Oranika
Alestle Reporter
Our education would now
be in our own hands. Aside
from some mandatory classes,
we would have the freedom to
choose the classes that interest us
and even the times we would like
to take them.
No longer would parents be
called and questioned about their
truant teens. We would no longer
be forced to go to class. Although
professors are not going to call
your parents wondering why you
didn't attend class, many still have
attendance polices that penalize

students for missing them.
But it shouldn't be the responsibility of teachers to ensure
our success through our class attendance; rather, it should be the
students who are accountable.
Unlike high school, most university students pay for their classes
directly.
Tuition is like any other paid
service. Giving your professor
money to teach you something is
no different than granting money
to the personal trainer at your
gym or your physical therapist for
rehabilitation.
Once you have paid them,
attendance is up to you. If you
choose to skip your training or
rehab sessions, you may not get
the results you want. Most people
know this and still choose not to
attend, which is their prerogative.
Some people may skip their
training or rehab sessions, and do
their mobility exercises at home.

In this case, they may still get tl1e
desired results even with poor attendance.
While the professionals may
not like the fact that you did not
utilize their tin1e and knowledge,
essentially, you have already paid
for the service, and it is not their
job to babysit you. Thi\ \ame logic goes for class attendance.
Attendance should not be
required for grading purposes. It
takes most students only a few
weeks to figure out if they need to
appear for every lecture to do well
in the class.
If showing up to every class is
truly a necessity to be successful in
a given course, it will show in the
students' work, and enra point
deductions will not be necessarv.
In an article titled, "A C~se
Against Compulsory Clas, Attendance Policies In H igher Education," researcher Karen St. Clair
examined and evaluated the com:-

lation between student attendance
and academic achievement.
She found that increased or
mandated class attendance did not
guarantee better grades or learning. What St. Clair found was that
motivation, not class attendance
confirmed higher grades. According to St. Clair, the students who
were more motivated to do well
in the class were less likely to miss
class than their less motivated
counterparts.
This led to the misconception that making classes mandatory can lead to improved learning
overall. As young adults, students
should be given full responsibility
to take their own attendance seriously.
If tl1ey know that class participation is part of their grade and
they choose not to go, that is their
own problem.
Read more about mandated class
attendance at alestlelive.com.
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Bilyeu' s blitz:
SIUE alumnus drafted to MLS team
KENDRA MARTIN
Alestle Reporter

Recently, SIUE alumnus Justin Bilyeu, who played defender for the Cougars from 2012
to 2015, was drafted in the first
round of the Major League Soccer draft.
Justin Bilyeu said he is simply
in awe of the opportunity-to play
at a professional level because he
has been playing soccer since he
was 2 years old.
''It is just overwhelming excitement," Bilyeu said. ''It is just
a combination of hard work and a
dream come true."
Bilyeu said he had accomplished a lot of goals in his college
soccer career that he is particularly proud of.
"My junior year, when we
won the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament, as well as this year
when we won this season's conference, those were big accomplishments for me," Bilyeu said.
Even though Bilyeu accomplished a lot of goals he set for
himself while being a student for
SIUE, Bilyeu said there were definitely some highlights throughout his life that pertained to soccer.
"When I was in high school
[as a] sophomore, we won the
Missouri State Conference," Bilyeu said. '1\lso getting recruited at
SIUE, winning those two championships and just raising the
standard [were some highlights]."
Bilyeu said he gives nothing
but thanks to SIUE because it
helped shape him into the person
he is now.

"SIUE definitely helped me
prepare to be a better player," Bilyeu said. "They trained me to be
a professional athlete, and Head
Coach Mario Sanchez and former
head coach Kevin Kalish helped
me become a better player and
have a better mindset on and off
the field. SIUE helped me be a
better person."
Bilyeu said he is honored to
be able to play on a professional
level.
"Getting a chance to pursue
my dream professionally is an
honor in itself," Bilyeu said.
Sanchez said he is very proud
of Bilyeu for the opportunity he
has received because he has seen a
lot of talent in him over the years.
''He is a very skillful player,"
Sanchez said. "For the profession
reasons, they liked him because he
has a lot of great qualities. He is
left-footed which is an asset; his
skill ability allowed him to play
professionally, and they liked his
athleticism and quickness."
Sanchez said Bilyeu is not
only a talented player, but also a
great person as well.
'1\s a person, he is a really
great guy," Sanchez said. "He is
hardworking, humble and he is always asking questions in an effort
to trying to get better."
Sanchez said Bilyeu is the
type of person that coaches look
and hope for in a player.
''I was very pleased," Sanchez said. ''He is always willing
to ask questions [and] be open
minded about suggestions. He
didn't think he knew everything.
He always wanted to learn, so he

was everything a coach wants in
a player."
Sanchez said Bilyeu is very
deserving of this great opportunity.
''It is a huge honor for Justin," Sanchez said. "It is a huge
tradition of players playing professionally, so SIUE is very supportive of that."
According to Sanchez, this
is an accomplishment for both
Bilyeu individually and the
SIUE soccer program as a
whole.
''It is a great honor for not only Justin
but the university as
well," Sanchez
said. ''A lot of
kids,
when
you
recruit them,
have
dreams of playing
prof es sionally so we are able to show
them that playing at our university, those dreams are possible."
Associate Head Coach David
Korn said he is very excited for
Bilyeu to. be playing at a professional level.
"We are really ecstatic for
him," Korn said. ''It is something
that has been a big goal for him,
and I am confident that he will a
do a good job when he gets out
there."
Bilyeu joins a group of SIUE
soccer students who have been
drafted to play professionally, and
Korn said it just shows what an
impressive program SIUE has
when it comes to soccer.
''He's one of the few players [who] has been .drafted over
the past few years," Korn said. "I

think it continues to show
that we have
a quality program here at
SIUE,

..

ue to attract
talented
players to the
program."
Korn
said he knows
Bilyeu will be
successful
with the New
York
Redbulls
because of the
mentality he possesses.
"He is extremely
hardworking and about
his business," Korn said.
''He is a quiet kid, but I felt
that was his way of being able
to focus and help his team be successful. I know he will continue
to grow and help the team in anything that is asked of him."

Kendra Martin can be reached
at kmartin@alestlelive.com or
650-3525.

Women's basketball takes charge in OVC
KYLE STEPP
Alestle Reporter

The women's basketball
team started a three-game home
stretch Thursday, Jan. 14 at the
Vadalabene Center. The Cougars
took on the Morehead State University Eagles in a 90-81 win.
In a high-scoring first period,
led by sophomore guard Donshel
Beck's nine points, the Cougars
had six assists and forced seven
turnovers. Redshirt senior guard
Shronda Butts, senior guard
CoCo Moore and freshman center Sydney Bauman all contributed points as the Cougars closed
the period with a 25-18 lead over
the Eagles.
SIUE jumped to an 11-point
lead off two quick baskets by
Beck. The lead was immediately
cut to two, as MSU scored on
two transition baskets followed
by a corner three-pointer. The
Cougars were outscored 20-8 in
the second period, and the Eagles
walked into the locker room with
a slight 40-34 lead over SIUE.
Head Coach Paula Buscher said

the Cougars were unable to control the tempo of the fast-paced
Eagles.
"They went on such a huge
run, and we were rushing things
offensively. We were taking quick
shots, and they wanted to get up
and down the court while we
were trying to slow things down,"
Buscher said.
Beck finished the half with 13
points and led all scorers. Moore
had six points after two periods
of play. Freshman guard Miranda Crockett, junior forward Shay
Steele and junior guard Aaliyah
Wells led MSU scorers with eight
points apiece.
Midway through the third
quarter, the Cougars found themselves down by seven points. After a strong defensive stand, and a
pair of timely three-pointers from
sophomore guard Sidney Smith,
· SIUE had cut the Eagles' lead to
three at 57-54. A steal by Moore
and a three-point shot by Butts
tied the game at an even 57. With
less than one minute, 40 seconds,
Moore pulled down a missed free
throw and fed the ball to Butts,

who buried her third three-pointer on the period. The teams traded baskets ,for the remainder of
the period, and MSU came out
on top with a 66-64 lead.
The Cougars forced three
straight defensive stops while
scoring at the other end. Buscher
took a time-out with just over
seven minutes, 30 seconds left to
play and a two-point Cougar lead.
Moore extended the lead to three
as she split a pair from the charity
stripe.
With less than five minutes to
play, both Beck and sophomore
forward Gwen Adams had fouled
out. A three-pointer by Butts was
offset by an MSU three-pointer.
Butts answered with an acrobatic
jumper from just inside the threepoint line. A charge brought on
by redshirt sophomore guard
Lauren White gave the Cougars
the ball back with a three-point
lead. Butts brought the ball up
the court and wound down the
clock to 50 seconds before burying a contested jumper to take an
84-79 lead. SIUE forced a defensive stop, which ~-l't,u;"-:1 the Eagles

to foul. Cougar free throws, and a
White layup, sealed the Cougars
90-81 win over MSU.
Butts led all scorers with 30
points. Beck had 19 points, and
White finished with 10 points.
Buscher said Butts was patient,
and took advantage of the second
half strategy.
"[Butts] stayed calm and let
the game come to her. We tried
to set her up on set plays in the
first half, but in the second half
we opened up our motion, and
that paid off for [Butts]," Buscher
said.
The Cougars played game
two of a doubleheader against the
Eastern Kentucky University Colonels in a 89-74 win on Saturday,
Jan. 16 at the Vadalabene Center.
The win over EKU boosted the
Cougar's record to 10-9 and 5-1
in OVC play.
Backed by a 19-5 second period and 51.6 percent shooting
from the floor, the Cougars have
five players in double digits. Butts
with 24, Adams with 17, Moore
with 16, 10 from Beck and 10
from freshman guard Amri Wilder.

Buscher said she is pleased
with the scoring distribution and
the team's ability to open up scoring options.
"You want to be in a position
as a coach where you don't have
to rely on one person," Buscher
said. "We all know [Butts] can
score, but I love it when she engages everyone else. We showed
tonight that we have a lot of different weapons on our team."
The Cougars had a 12-point
lead heading into the fourth quarter. EKU came off the break ready
to take back the game, but the
Cougars were determined to keep
their lead. The Colonels shot 11
of 16 from the field, but SIUE
countered with 7 of 11 from the
field and 10 shots from the charity
stripe.
The Cougars will continue
OVC play at home, and play the
Southeast Missouri State Redhawks on Wednesday, Jan. 20 at
8p.m.
Kyle Stepp can be reached
at kstepp@alestlelive.com or
650-3525.
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Continuing the climb:
Home victories improve Cougars ' OVC position
CHLOE RICE
Alestle Reporter

The wrestling team brought
out a 20-15 team win against
Grand Canyon University Sunda); Jan. 24 with six out of 10
individual victories.
According to Head Coach
Jeremy Spates, the team did not
wrestle as well as thev were capable of on Fri. Jan. ·2 2 against
California State Universin; Bakersfield. Spates said he ~anted
the team to wrestle harder for this
match.
"Most of the matches, we
were competing the whole time.
We came away witl1 six out of 10
matches and some other ones that
were close as well. I was happy
getting the win at home," Spates
said.
Sophomore
l 4 l -pow1der
John Muldoon took the first win
of the afternoon over Ralphy Tovar of Grand Canyon. Muldoon's
2-1 win added three points for
tl1e team, still leaving them behind 3-8.
Following up with a win included sophomore 149-pounder
John Fahy over Grand Canyon's
Blake Monty and sophomore
157-pounder Erik Travers win
over Grand Canyon's Zackary Velasquez. Redshirt senior
184-pounder Derek Nagel also
won over Grand Canyon's Austin
Gaun.
One of the more engaging
matches of the afternoon came
in the 165-pound competition.
Redshirt freshman Nate Higgins
was falling behind until the third
period, when he fought to bring
the score up to a 5-3 victory over
Grand Canyon's Casey Larson.
Higgins said he felt confident going into the match, but
was worn out because of previous
matches this weekend.
According to Higgins, having the crowd cheering during the
match gave him more energy.
"Since it's a home crowd, everyone is behind you and cheering you on; it pushes you more
and makes you strive for the victory more than you already do,"

Higgins said.
Although he won the match,
Higgins said he still has moves
to improve upon such as staying
low in his stance, exploding at the
whistle and moving his opponent
before he takes the shot.
"I'm working on not just
winning the match by domination of the opponent, but by executing the moves I have been
working on not only at the end
of the season, but also bringing
everything together and wrestling
my match for the whole seven
minutes," Higgins said.
Another crowd alluring
match was that of redshirt junior
197-pounder Jake Tindle's technical fall over Grand Canyon's Austin Trujillo. Tindle dominated the
match with three take downs, one
reversal and eight back points.
This brought the Cougars to a
20-1 1 lead over Grand Canyon.
According to Tindle, after
the long weekend and the season
coming to the end, he knew he
had go into the match and win,
especially with the match being at
home.
"I plan on winning the rest
of our dual matches for tl1e rest
of the year, and we have four duals. I want to repeat as conference
champion and go to nationals,"
Tindle said.
According to Spates, Grand
Canyon wrestled at SIUE two
years ago during his first year as
head coach and beat them badly.
"I think we have improved
from two years ago when we
wrestled them, and that was good
to see," Spates said.
According to Spates, the
team needs to continue to win
with the few matches left.
"We have some guys who
positioned themselves to be seeded at the conference tournament,
and so that is what we are looking
for at the end of the year - to get
the best see we can and peak for
the end run," Spates said.
The Cougars are next in action on Feb. 7 at 1 p.m. against
Virginia Military Institute at the
Chloe Rice can be reached
at crice@alestlelive.com or
650-3525.

The SIUE wrestling program came away from Its home match this weekend with a five-point victory over Grand
Canyon University and six out of 10 individual victories.
I Christian Sykes/Alestle
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Since it's a home crowd, everyone is behind you and
cheering you on; it pushes you more and makes you
strive for the victory more than you already do.
Nate Higgins
Redshirt freshman

Cougars drop two games on the road
KYLE STEPP
Alestle Reporter

The Cougars lost an overtime battle against the Austin
Peay State University Governors
on Thursday, Jan. 21 in Clarksville, Tenn.
Despite 22 points from both
junior guard Burak Eslik and senior forward Jake Newton, SIDE
fell late in overtime to drop to a
4-15 overall record. The Governors, backed by sophomore guard
Josh Robinson's 39 points, improved to 9-12 overall and 2-4 in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Head Coach Jon Harris said
despite the tough loss, he noted
some positive aspects throughout
the game and saw growth in the
team.
"The Joss is disappointing. I
was pleased with the effort. We
did some good things on both
ends of the floor. We defended
pretty well throughout. 'fhey hurt
us on the glass in the first half, but

we did a better job in the second
half. We just came up short," Harris said.
The Cougars jumped out to
a 10-0 lead that they kept until
the closing minutes of the first
half. SIUE was able to maintain
a 42-39 lead just as the first-half
clock expired. Eslik had 12 points
and two rebounds, Newton had
10 points on three of four shooting from beyond the arc, and
freshman guard Carlos Anderson
pulled down four rebounds while
adding six points to the Cougar
lead.
With less than five minutes
remaining, the Governors erased
a 10-point Cougar lead to take
the game to overtime. Robinson
hit the game-tying three-point
shot with less than one second to
send the game to overtime. Once
in overtime, the Governors outscored SIUE 14-10 to take home
the win.
Eslik said he was disappointed with the loss, but he believes

the Cougars have l~arned from
the game.
"This was the toughest loss
of my career. We let a lead slip
when we should have put the
game away. The team understands
why we lost, and we will correct
the mistake," Eslik said.
Newton finished the game
with 22 points, shooting seven
for 10 from the three-point line.
Eslik shot five for 11 from the
field and 11 of 12 from the freethrow line to finish the game with
22 points. Graduate student center Yerni Makanjuola scored four
points, contributed three assists
and pulled down 13 rebounds in
the Cougar loss.
The road trip continued as
SIUE dropped its second straight
conference game to the Murray
State University Racers on Saturday, Jan. 23 in Murray, Ky. The
Cougars are now 1-7 in the OVC
and 4-16 overall.
The Racers sprinted out to
an early 11-0 lead that the Cougars never recovered from.

Harris said the Racers' aggressiveness caught SIUE offguard.
"They came out as the aggressors and put us on our heels.
They threw the first punch, and it
took us a while to hit back," Harris said.
After a low-scoring first
half, Anderson and senior forward Mike Chandler Jed SIUE in
scoring with six points each. The
Racers capitalized on free throws,
making 15 of their 16 attempts
in one half of play. Murray State
held a commanding 10-point lead
at the beginning of the second
half.
The Cougars were unable
to regain their composure as the
Racers won the game 70-54. Anderson, sophomore guard C.J.
Carr, sophomore forward Keenan
Simmons and senior center Grant
Fiorentinos all had eight points
for SIUE.
Harris said Murray State
played a good game and put on a
strong defensive performance.

"That's a good defensive
team. I give Murray a lot of credit. This is one of the headliners in
our league; this is the team we're
chasing. They came out and competed a little harder than we did
tonight," Harris said.
SIUE heads back to the Vadalabene Center for four consecutive home games. Harris said he
hopes the four-game stretch will
give his team the spark it needs to
catch up in the OVC.
"To go back to the Vadalabene for four straight [games]
will be a good thing for our guys.
Hopefully we can get a little momentum going," Harris said.
The Cougars start their home
stretch at 8 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 28
in the Vadalabene Center against
Southeastern Missouri University.

Kyle Stepp can be reached
at kstepp@alestlelive.com or
650-3525.
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CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE
Place your classified ad
at a time convenient for you
using our easy and secure
online interface at:
alestlelive.com/classifieds
Deadlines:
By noon Sunday
for VV:-dnesday issue
Having trouble?
Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail
classifieds@alestlelive.com

Alestle Office Hours:
MUC2022
8 a.m. - 4 :30 p.m.
Monday-Friday

FOR RENT
SMOKE-FREE
2 Bedroom 1.5 Bath Townhomes
$71 0 mo. includes washer/dryer
in unit, water, sewer and trash service . No pets. No smoking.
On-site owner.
618-931-4700
www.fairway-estates.net
Email fairwayestates@charter.net
Two bedroom , 1 1/2 bath,
all kitchen appliances, attached
garage, W/D hookup. Excellent
condition. Close to downtown.
No pets.
$825 security deposit and credit
check required .
779-9985 or 978-2867
Email kellikurtz13@yahoo.com

HELP WANTED

l

Office Assistant
Part-time position. Should be proficient in using a computer and
must have experience using
Excel, word and mail merging .
Experience in Telemarketing and
insurance billing is a plus.
Please forward your resume/contact details with complete list of
references to
betterhearingclinic @gmail.com
or call 618-920-9207.
Email
betterhearingclinic@gmail.com

MISCELLANEOUS
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LOOK{IIG POB
TE BOOKSP
CH ECK OUT
ale stlelive.com/classifieds
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Are you always silently
correcting grammar?

Th

C
Apply Today~
Morris University CeJ:Jter

Room·2022.
Monday

8 a.in. - 4:30
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Legal Questions?
Contact Student
Legal Services
Attorney Dennis Orsey
at 618-797-2800.
Free consultation for all
SIUE enrolled students.
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